
                  
TIME 

 
 
PIXL Classroom 

 
 
Main teaching : T 
& L activity 

 
 
 
Questioning 

 
 
 
Challenge 

 
 
Oracy & 
Reading 

 
 
Extended    
writing 

 
 
Critical 
thinking 

 
 
PP strategies 

 
 
MA strategies 

 
 
Homework 

 
 
Progress/PI
XL skills 

 
 

 
Mi Gente 

 
 

 
Knowledge & 

comprehension: 
¿Qué haces y con que 

frecuencia? 
¿Cómo es? 
Cómo eres? 

¿Cómo eres de 
carácter? 

¿Qué aplicaciones 
usas? 

¿Para que usas las 
aplicaciones? 

¿Qué estás haciendo? 
¿Qué te/les gusta leer? 
¿Te llevas bien con tu 
familia y tus amigos? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Application and 
Analysis: 

Tiene adjetivos/más 
que dos tiempos 

verbales? 
 

Synthesis: 
Qué se puede mejorar 

la respuesta? 
Que podemos 

 
 
 

All: 
Complete short 
translation tasks 

on the topic  in to 
tenses  

Give brief oral 
responses to topic 
based questions 

with simple 
opinions 

 Write 40-90 
words on the 

topic including 
one time frame 
and an opinion  

accurately 
Recognise  
physical 

descriptions  and 
adjectives in  
listening and 

reading tasks and 
identify some key 

details 
 

Most: 
Complete longer 
translation tasks 
with two tenses 

and using 
different 
pronouns 
Give more 

detailed oral 
responses to topic 
based questions 
including two or 

 
 
 
 

Oracy-  
Focus on 

pronunciation 
and 

developing 
oral responses 

Past exam 
questions, AQA, 
Edexcel, WJEC 

reading 
practice 

 

Kerboodle/ viva 
Reading tasks  

GCSE 

  
Mira GCSE 

 

 

 
 

Photo card 
tasks 

Short 
translation 
tasks using 
sequencers 

 

Text level 
translation 

tasks 
different 
verbs and 

sequencers 
(40 words) 

Text level 
written 
tasks  

Expressing 
opinions 

with 
complex 

justification
s 150 words  

 

 

 

 
 

Deducing 
meaning in an 

unfamiliar 
context 

Making 
linguistic links 

between 
known 

adjectives and 
adverbs and 
predicting 
linguistic 

patterns in 
language for 

effective 
translation 

 

 

 
 

Provide 
students with 

access to : 

Dictionaries 
Literacy mats 

Word lists 

Small group 
work 

 

Language 
assistant to 

support when 
available 

 
 

 

 
 

Grammar 
application, using 

unfamiliar 
language 

Using and 
applying  a wider 
range of tenses 
Use different 

pronouns (AQA 
mark-scheme) 

 

 

 

Translation 
tasks (see 
grammar 

workbook) 

Unit 
vocabulary 

lists 

Departmental 
unit resources 

Speaking 
questions and 
preparation 

material 
Vocabulary 

lists 

 

 

Past exam 
questions, 

AQA, Edexcel, 
WJEC reading 

practice 

 

 
 
 
 
L3.3,l3.4, 
L4.1,L5.1 
L5.2 L5.3 
L6.3 
L7.1, L7.2, 
L7.3L8.1 
L9.1 L9.2 
L10,11 
 
R1.1, R2.6, 
R2.6, 
R2.7,R2.8R2.
9 
R2.10 R6.4 
R7.1,2,3, 
R8.1, 
R8.2R9.1 
R10.1R10.2 
R11,12,13 
 
S1.6-8 
S2.5 
S4.3 
S11,12,13.3 
S16  
 
W.1.8-9 
W2.3 
W.3.1-5 
W4.5 
W7.1,2 
W.3 
W11.1.2. 
W15.1 

W 1-
12 

Knowledge, Skills & 
Content 
 
Talking about 
socialising and 
family 
Using verbs in the 
present tense 
Describing people  
Using adjectival 
agreement 
Talking about social 
networks 
Using para with 
infinitives 
Extending responses 
by referring to 
others 
Making 
arrangements 
Using the present 
continuous 
Improvising 
dialogues 
Talking about 
reading preferences 
Using a range of 
connectives 
Recognising similar 
ideas expressed 
differently 
Describing 
relationships 
Using ser and estar 
Understanding more 
detailed 
descriptions 
 

Key Teaching: 
Core grammar – 
tense focus 
present tense, 
adjectival 
agrrements, 
infinitves with 
para, present 
continuous adding 
a variety of 
connectives to 
written work 
Descriptions 
vocabulary  
Expressing 
complex opinions 
Developing ideas 
in written work 
Knowledge & 
understanding: 
Use the present 
and imperfect 
tense to compare 
people 
Give developed 
opinions in the 
past with 
justifications 
Recognise topic 
based vocabulary 
in reading and 
listening task and 
deduce more 
complex language 
from context. 

 

PROGRAMME OF STUDY: AQA GCSE Spanish   

YEAR: 9 Mi Gente   VIVA GCSE  

p. 46-63 

TERM: Summer term 1&2 May-July 



 Speaking exam 
preparation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Application & 
Evaluation:  

Kerboodle listening 
and grammar tasks 

Listening other  
Viva GCSE 

Ex 2,5,6 p26-27 

Ex 2,3,6 p28-29 

Ex 1,2,4,8 p30-31 

Ex3,6 p32-33 

Ex 2,5,7 p34-35 

Ex1,2,4 p36-37 

Ex1,2 p39 

Ex 1,2,3,4 p40-41 

 

Translation tasks 
see grammar and 

translation 
workbook orange 

grammar book 

 

añadir/cambiar? 
 
 

more time frames  
and more 
complex 

justifications 
Recognise topic 

based vocabulary 
and can identify 
detail in longer 

passages with less 
familiar 

vocabulary.  
Can identify 

prefernces with 
the topic. 

 
 

Some: 
-Will be able to 
write 150 words 

including complex 
opinions, give 

three tenses and 
describe what 

they do and why 
using complex 

language 
-Give detailed 

oral responses to 
topic based 
questions 

including complex 
opinions and 

multiple tenses 
-Deduce unknown 

 
G6.1G7.2 
G13..2 
G15.1,2 
N1 



 

W6  Assessment 1 
Reading, listening 
and translation 
  

 

 

vocabulary in 
aural and reading 
tasks from their 

context 
 
 

W7 Intervention 
  
  

 

W8 Reassessment 
 paper 2 written 
exam Recording 
  

Re-draft/ 
complete answers 
to questions.  

Teacher applies 
grading criteria 
and STR to 
redrafted 
answers. 


